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In a world heavily influenced by popular forensic television dramas, the real-life duties and

complexities involved in crime scene investigation are often misrepresented and misunderstood. An

Introduction to Crime Scene Investigation, Third Edition is a comprehensive and accurate overview

of the practical application of forensic science in crime scene investigation. Focusing on the

day-to-day aspects, this full-color text describes the methodologies and technologies employed by

crime scene personnel, and pushes the reader to identify the interrelated components of the

investigative process. Recognizing the importance of those who have contributed to and advanced

the field of forensic science, the reader is introduced to crime scene investigation through a

historical perspective. The updated Third Edition covers components not typically found in many

crime scene texts, including ethical considerations and public misconceptions of the investigative

processâ€•the so-called â€œCSI Effect.â€• Extensive discussion of physical evidence examination

and analysis is provided, including the forensic potential of physical evidence, crime scene

procedures, and what evidence should be documented, collected, and preserved. Real-life

examples over 250 detailed, full-color photos and figures enhance comprehension and demonstrate

specific strategies for technique application While the vast majority of the text is written with an

American audience in mind, the author has chosen to call upon his significant international

experience and include cases, information, and photographs/figures which are external to the

United States. Examples of these include: Photographs from Honduras, France, Haiti and Uganda.

Ripped from the headlines involve cases which occur in or discuss: Canada, Germany, Italy,

Pakistan, Mexico, Brazil, Russia, Yemen and Spain Historical development of CSI incorporates

India, Japan, Great Britain, France, Canada, Argentina and China Sources of reference originate

from: Canada, Great Britain, France, Germany and Australia While the specific laws discussed refer

to American courts and decisions, the science and methodologies are ones which are recognized

as best-practices around the globe, as pertains to the scientific investigation of crime scenes. An

Introduction to Crime Scene Investigation, Third Edition is an invaluable reference and essential

educational resource.
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This is honestly the same book as other editions out there.The words are same and maybe some

pictures are slightly updated yet still teaches the sAME material.Shouldn't have any issue with this

book for class that requires other editions UNLESS the homeworks would be the questions and

answers at the end of the chaptERS. They are slightly modified on newer ones.

Very informative.

was in great condition upon arrival. After perusing through it, this book seems adequately thorough

and easy to navigate to look up information.

Good book

I love the product

thank you

everything as expected

This book is very well written and provides a TON of knowledge for anyone interested in becoming a

crime scene investigator.
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